• Scattered electron energy E ′ e defines event kinematics, i.e. inelastisity y ∼ E ′ e /E e, beam .
• Extension to lowest E ′ e allows to measure at highest y, which is important for measuring of structure function F L : Energy range for the scattered electron: 2 < E ′ e < 27.5 GeV, for the hadrons: E h < 20 GeV.
Simulation of Electromagnetic Showers
GEANT simulation of electromagnetic showers often takes dominate part of the simulation time. Several methods are used to speedup simulation:
• GFLASH parameterization of higher energy showers.
GFLASH becomes inefficient for detectors with a lot of material in front of calorimeter.
• Shower libraries, pre-simulated sets of showers. Limited to calorimeters with translational symmetry of readout elements.
• "Frozen showers" (ATLAS), libraries of GEANT hits for soft particles. For H1 detector, GFLASH is used for LAr calorimeter, Shower libraries for SpaCal. Speedup vs GEANT simulation: about factor 3 − 6, depending on event topology. Energy Interpolation
• The library contains 12 energy bins, binned logarithmically from 0.1 GeV to 32 GeV.
• During simulation, single shower is selected from the library. The energy bin selection:
-Randomly pick bin l or h with probability p based on logarithmic distance:
• The variation of energy resolution vs E is reproduced correctly up two first order in log E h /E l .
Position Interpolation
• Incident angles for the particles form IP are |θ max | < 25
• .
• Position resolution of the SpaCal is ∼ 3 mm.
→ 8 × 8 bins in θ x , θ y and 10 × 10 bins in x, y.
Shower depth Z eff ∆x Spacal Face
Cell Boundary
Cell Boundary x eff e + S e l e c t e d a n g l e
S e l e c t e d s h o w e r
The shower library is used at the SpaCal face. The shower position is corrected for the difference between the incident angle and the shower library angular bin using effective shower depth Z eff , which is measured in full simulation and depends on E logarithmically.
Library Packing • Store showers as total energy and fractional energy in each cell.
• Use bit packing for fractional energy (optionally: in log E cell /E shower ).) • Keep packed showers in memory, unpack only during usage of the shower.
Group showers in buffers.
A buffer contains several copies of complete shower library. Keep one buffer in memory, read new one after recycling same showers few times.
Resident EM shower library takes ∼ 8 MB of memory.
Library for Hadrons
Optionally, H1 uses shower library for hadrons:
• 5 position bins and 4 angular bins
• Energy binning: 10 bins, 0.1 − 20 GeV
• Particle type binning: π
• Packing: Info from complete SpaCal calorimeter, for cells with non-zero energy. → much better description with shower library.
Energy Sharing Simulation

Summary
• Shower libraries are a simple tool to speedup calorimeter simulation by significant amount.
• Shower libraries are simple to implement in the GEANT enviroment.
• For H1 SpaCal simulation, shower libraries provide better description of the shower shapes compared to GFLASH.
